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Jonathan Mane-Wheoki

Shortly afeer Colin and Anne McCahon moved from
Christchurch to Auckland in 1953I befriended their four
children at Titirangi Primary School and became a
constant presence in their home over the next ten years.
As a schoolboy I would have glimpsed in progress works
now revered as icons of New Zealand art. I have a vivid
recollection of Colin furiously sloshingpaint, one serene,
sunny November afeernoon in 1958, on lengths of canvas
spread over the timber deck he had added to the rather
crampedbach (in French Bay) inhabid by the McCahons.
Recently returned from a study tour of the United
States of America, he found the kauri-encircled bach
claustrophobic after the wide-open spaces of America,
'fled north in memory and painted the Northland Panels.'
Tomorrow will be the same but not as this is, completed in
December, and reworked five months later, belongs to
the large group of Northland landscapes he produced
at this time.
In 1966 I enrolled at the University of Canterbury
School of Fine Arts rather than brave the scrutiny of Colin
who was now lecturing at Elam, as also were Garth
Tapper, my fbrmer art teacher at Kelston Boys High School,
and Rachel Miller, a church connection, In Christchurch
I was elated to discover Tomorrow in the Robert McDougall
Art Gallery.This was, I subsequently learned, the first
painting by McCahon in the collection. Exhibited at And&
Brooke's Gallery 91 in Christchurch in 1959, it was
gifted to the McDougall Art Gallery by a group of
subscribers, and received with a very bad grace in
December 1962 by a hostile Director.
At the end of 1971, having completed a Diploma in
Fine Arts with Honours in Painting and a Bachelor of
Arts degree in English, I was employed in the Gallery
as Assistant to the Director (Brian Muir) until September
1972 when I left to study art history at the Courtauld
Institute of Art in London. I came to know the collection
very well and retain my fondness for such paintings as
Gerard Dou's The Physician, Lord Leighton's lusciously
painted Teresina, and Hotere's monumental Malady
panels. None of these works continues to haunt me,
however, in the way Tomorrow does. I am still moved by
its stark beauty, profbund silence and mysterious stillness.
Since the landscape depicted is that in which the bones
of my Ngapuhi ancestors lie, I have always found the
painting comforting.
As an art historian I am intrigued by its allusion to
Petrus van der Velden's Otira Gorge paintings a prime
exampleof which Colin first encountered in the Dunedin
Public Art Gallery in the black landfbnn silhouetted against
the brilliant light of the dusk sky. And I am reminded
that black-and-white photographs of Mark Rothko's
abstract expressionistworks would have been among the
images of contemporaryAmerican painring Colin studied
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in preparation for his 1958 trip. Tomorrow links back to
Painting (now in the Fletcher Challenge collection),
completed in March prior to his departure for the US,
which is his response to Rothko's sublime, transcendental
abstractions. At one stage Tomorrow was hung very
dramatically and arrestingly on the far wall of one of the
end galleries, where it was perfectly framed by the
doorway beyond the bays.
A typical Christchurch row erupted, in 1960,over the
apportionment of the first prize in Hay's inaugural art
competition to three works, Painting among them. Colin
later remarked that,"This was publicly the most disliked
painting in New Zealand since my 1947work was shown
in Wellington and until Tomorrow will be the same was
accepted by the Christchurch City Coun& One stillhears
Tomorrow disparaged as morbid, depressing, hereal, raw
and crude.
Certainly, Tomorrow is a painting with an
uncompromising message, Alternating, texturally
differentiated, horizontal bands of black and white (with
cream) Dulux enamel paint (on board) contrast the
transience of daylight with the permanence of the land
and the ever-flowing river (in which the afterglow of dusk
is reflected). In McCahon's paintings light, water, land,
sky, the cycle of night and day often carry biblical
symbolism Mung back, ultimately, to the opening verses
of the Book of Genesis."Black and white says it all:'he
once rernarked.Theological dualism in his art is informed
by a Me-long preoccupation with the mysteries of Me and
death; the paradox of existence. The black bar (which may
have been suggestedby the windscreen wiper on Colin's
car!) protruding diagonally into the upper celestial band
alludes to the presence of a divine creator.
The origin of the enigmatic, elegiac inscription, which
is also the painting's title is unknown but it may be
compared with that on the Northland Panels,'O yes it can
be dark here and manuka in bloom may breed despair',
which was almost certainly penned by Colin, a fine
wordsmith in his own right. Since this is the point from
which he'became interested in men's doubts', leading to
the 1959 Elias series, it may also be his questioning
response to the redemptive message of the JudaeoChristian tradition, Colin particularly relished the
prophetic and visionary passages in the Bible, and a
verse &omIsaiah (56:U) presents itself as a possible source
for the inscription
on Tomorrow:"Come:' (the shepherds
say),"let us get wine; let us fill ourselves
with strong drink, and tomorrow will be
like today, great beyond measurd'As the
mouthpiece of'the Lord', however, Isaiah
warns that ignorance,self-satishion and
complacency imperil one's prospects of
salvation. Tomorrow echoes that warning.

Jonathan Mane-Wheoki - Senior Lecturer in Art History in the Universily of Canterbuty, was appointed Kaitiaki Maori - Honorary Curator of Maori A r t to the Robert
McDougall Art Gallery in 1994.

n exhibition curated by Warren Feeney in association
with the Robert McDougall Art Gallery, Gruesome!
explores the dynamics of high and low art through the
impact of the comic book on the world of fine art. The
disdain and contempt with which critics and scholars
of serious art have viewed the aesthetics of the comic
from the 1950s until now is contrasted with the response
of those artists who have utilized this popular format
for a number of reasons in their own work, Although
writers such as A. R. D, Fairbutn and Wystan Curnow
have repudiated comic aesthetics, the comic book has
surfaced regularly as an influence upon post-war New
Zealand art, establishinga tension between high and low
styles that artists have often willingly embraced,
Gruesome! also recognises the respect and serious
commentary that the comic book has increasingly
received since the mid-1980s, American critics such as
Scott McLeod have sought to establish a definition of
comic book aesthetics, How are they different from
other art forms like cinema and painting? Recognition
of the particular aesthetics of the comic provides a new
perspective and framework through which the work of
a number of contemporary New Zealand artists can be
examined,
The use of comic devices such as word balloons,
closure and the frame, is explored within the work of a

range of artists including Dick Frizzell, Violet Faigan,
Mark Braunias, Tom Kreisler, Paul Radford, Tony de
Lautour, NicolaJackson, James Robinson,Jimmy Cooper,
Saskia Leek and Peter Robinson,
Gruesome! contends that the comic book has enriched
high art through its capacity to belittle the pretensions
of 'serious' art, providing welcome access to a popular
audience. Furthermore, the contempt that comics have
received from critics has worked in their favour, imbuing
the genre with an aura of dissidence which has attracted
the admiration and attention of a number of local artists.
It is this tension which has enlivened the work of Bill
Hammond, Jason Greig and Gavin Chilcott, all of whom
are represented in the exhibition.
In addition to these themes, Gruesome! also explores
the aesthetic of sequential art from the perspective of
the comic book fan. Comic artist and historian, Tim
Bollinger, argues for the respect due to this popular
genre and against the pretensions of 'real' art in an essay
drawn, in comic form, for the exhibition catalogue. In
an interview entitled 'Art is Easy: Comics are Hard'
Auddand comic book artist ReneeJones speaks with artists
Saskia Leek and Violet Faigan about the role comics have
played in their art practice,
Warren Feeney
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Ture Wairua takes its title from
a sobriquet for the Maori
political and spiritual leader,
T,W+Ratana. Combining 'ture'
(law) and 'wairua' (spirit),this
quietly commanding acrylic on
board painting refers to
the religious side of Ratana's
movement his spiritual
counsel and faith-healing
abilities,
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The tear-shaped leaves and sprouting limbs which
punctuate the gauzy blue-grey background are used by
the artist as emblems of physical and spiritual growth
and regeneration,
Heaphy was attracted by the willingness of Ratana
and Maori prophet Rua Kenana to shake off the
superstitions of the past and embrace the future with
new symbols to express different ways of approaching
life. He has incorporated motifs drawn from diverse
sources, including religious images, road markings,
contemporary art and kowhaiwhai.
The subdued colourationand enigmatic imagery of
Ture Wairua also articulate a very personal narrative
exploring the cycle of loss and mourning. As part of a
series which was created after the death of one of
Heaphy's close fiends, the tears,severed limbs and walking
stick motifs in this painting combine to suggest
bereavement and incompleteness. The prevailing mood
of the painting, however, is one of faith and optimism,
with the newly growing leaves serving as reminders of
the regeneration which follows death and the hope
which gradually overturns pain.

Monkey Business (1996) (detail) ~obertMcLeod

Bubbling with Freudian
imagery, Monkey Business is
abstracted but very obviously
inspired by the corporeal
world. This large work, on a
scale that McLeod employs
only occasionally, combines
a tangle of interconnecting
pieces, which vividly suggest
the crush of physical
connection.

An explosion of festive colour, Robert McLeod's Monkey
Business (1996) reverberates with raw energy and
exuberant passion.The Scottish-bornartist, who arrived
in New Zealand in 1972, has combined an eye for
brilliant colour with energetic, springingplywood forms
to create a sculpture in oil paint which celebrates
sexuality with brazen good humour,
McLeod's work has embraced many changes during
the last fifteen years, moving from early abstract
expressionism and grid works, which were built up
graduaUy &om line upon line of paint, to minimaht 'process'
paintings, 'splatter' works and now to richly coated
compositions on shaped wooden supports. The strong
unifying thread throughout these various styles has
always been McLeod's intuitive and unfettered response
to paint; an all-consuming devotion to colour and
texture and to the physical act of painting itself,
A teemingjigsaw of gutsy atnor&,Monkey Business
is eroticism at its exultant, unapologetic best, in your
face and larger than life.
Felicity Milburn

By that time he had married and the first of a family of accepted sense, he was serious in his endeavours with
nine children had been born. It was more than nine years painting and his approach was nothing short of
afier retiring from the army that he decided to emigrate professional. To have spent the time to produce such a
with his wife and family to New Zealand, arriving in quantity of work, of which those in this exhibition are
only a srnalI representation, shows that he was not just
Lyttelton on 25 October 1879.
Within a very short time of his arrival, he was engaged in a diverting pastime.
Between 1880 and 1892, which was his most active
established and developed a network of ex-military
----- period as an artist in New Zealand,
friends in Christchurch. Some of these
Temple made many trips over the
were among the group that got together
"A COHPULSTVE
South Island with his relative and
in June 1880 to form the Canterbury
Society of Arts, Temple's role in its
SKETCHER WHa DREW friendJames DuprC Lance of Horsley
Down Station. He also travelled with
formation cannot be overstated and,
Q l A f l Y PIECE
the government Surveyor John H.
in acknowledgment of this, he was
Baker, It was during these trips that
elected to the key role of Secretary1
PAPER READILY AT
he made sketches that were later
Treasurer of the Society,
HAND AS THE MOOD developed into more major paintings,
In 1882 he moved to Geraldine to
many of which he regdarlf. showed
a property, 'Castlewood', which he had
at either the Canterbury Societyof Arts,
purchased the previous year, There he
=--.---;-.---. or the Otago Art Society annual
lived and farmedfor h o s t 3 decades, - --- .-aJusace of the Peace h m 1883, but mostly concentrating exhibitions where they often received favourable notice
on painting before retiring to live in Timaru in the 1900s. from contemporary reviewers.
Temple also exhibited beyond New Zealand, first in
There is no question that Temple had an inner drive.
He was a compulsive sketcher who drew on any piece 1880in Melbourne, then in 18% at the Colonial and Indian
of paper readily at hand as the mood took him; letters, Exhibition London. He was also represented at the
ledgers, telegrams, envelopes, even wrapping paper were New Z&d Industrial Exhibition in Welhgton in 1885
alI targets for his pen, pencil or brush. His imagination and the New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition held
was fertile and, coupled with a sardonic wit, resulted in in Dunedin in 1889190.
He made return trips to England in 1892 and 1909
many lively and amusing drawings and paintings.Though
he was not considered to be a professional artist in the during which he made many landscape paintings.
Although the landscape was dominant in Temple's
work, it was the alpine region of the South Island that
particularly interested him and made him recognised in
Canterbury as a specialist in this genre. Lakes Wanaka
and Wakatipu were of special interest and these locales
formed the baekdrop to his imagery. From an early age
Temple had visited Switzerland and the Lake District
where several of his uncles had established themselves
as gentry around Lake Ullswater and, in a sense, he had
found a New Zealand equivalent to this experience. At
the time of his death in 1920 Temple had amassed a
considerable body of work that included paintings and
drawings from his imagination that were pure fantasy
as well as landscape, caricature and narrative subjects.
Today, many hundreds of works are held by Temple's
descendants scattered throughout the world but he is
also represented in collections held by the National
Library of Australia, Canberra; Hocken Library, Dunedin;
Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington; Centre of
Contemporary Art (incorporating Canterbury Society
of Arts) Christchurch; as well as the Robert McDougd
Art Gallery.
This exhibition comprises 155works and chronicles
E d w p Temple's oils, watercolours and drawings over
six decades. It will be supported by a publication'Edwyn
Temple: His Life and Work'.
--=---->--.%=s=-=
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Neil Roberts

The New Gallery!
Christchurch Art Gallery will feature a flowing glass and
metal mosaic frontage, giving an impression of constantly
changing light, achieved by transparent, translucent
and opaque glass and zinc alloy panels hung on a frame
of soaring, angled, steel columns, and enhanced by
pools of water that echo the arcs of the wall.
At the announcement of the winning concept, Mayor
Garry Moore said, "This design will make a stunning
contribution to the city's architectural heritage, and
will certainly rank as one of the most important modern
public buildings in New Zealand.
Created by Auckland architects, The Buchan Group
who will work with Christchurch colleagues in the
development of the project, the winning design (of 94
entered in the competition) is a three level building
covering approximately 60 per cent of the central city
site (bounded by Worcester, Montreal and Gloucester
Streets) purchased in 1996. The remainder of the site
will be a sculpture garden, incorporating grassed berms,
trees, seating, water features and recreational spaces.
The Buchan Group has a distinguished track record
in development architecture with specialist expertise in
civic, retail, tourism and leisure, institutianal and mixed
use commercial developments.
Their Auckland office was formed in 1991, and has
associate offices in Melbourne, Brisbane, Sydney, Perth
and South East Asia. World Architecture magazine's
1Wglobal survey rankedThe Buchan Group as the largest
architectural practice in Australasia, and 15th largest in
the world.

/
'

T h e Buchan Group has worked osely with
Christchurch architects prior to this, to ensure the
successful delivery of several other projects worth a
total of nearly $70 million in recent years.
In addition, they have a proven history in the design
and delivery of very large public and civic buildings,
including the Victorian Arts Centre Masterplan, the
landmark Southgate urban development, and the
integrated hotel, retail and dining development of
Australia-on-Collins (all in Melbourne), redevelopment
of the historic Sydney GPO site, Notre Dame University
and the Aboriginal Culture Museum in Western Australia.
The key personnel working on the new Christchurch
Art Gallery will be the company's Auckland-based
principal, Rob Patience, who will be responsible for
client liaison, design management, project delivery and
contract administration. The principal in charge of
design is David Cole, whose previous credits include the
$320 million Southgate Project in Melbourne, the
Victorian Arts Centre Masterplan and the $300 million
Sydney G P O redevelopment; Documentation coordinator, John Corrick has had extensive experience
working on many of the company's New Zealand
projects.
The convenor of the architectural competition panel
nationally respected architect, Tom Dixon described
the design as outstanding for its combination of simplicity,
functionality and elegance "Although each of the five
short-listed designs testified to the talent and hard
work of the architects concerned, the successful design

-
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demonstrated a building which will be striking,workable,
efficient and achievable and clearly best meets the brief
which was set", he reported.
Inside, our Gallery will consist of nine exhibition areas
which will show the permanent collection and changing
exhibitions, a photography studio, a reference and study
library, a multi-purpose auditorium, an education
services wing, a bistro, merchandising outlets and two
levels of convenient and secure parking beneath the
building.
We are also delighted to report that with a fundraising
goal of $13 million towards the total cost of the project,
$5.34 million has already been raised (which includes
$3.8 million from The Community Trust towards the
site purchase, an investment portfolio of nearly $900,000
from the late Monica Richards, and $640,000 in pledges
from other supporters).
Additionally, a formal application to the Ministry
of Cultural Affairs for $7.8 million in financial assistance
(under the Policy for Government Assistance towards
Capital Projects at Regional Museums) has been
submitted for Cabinet consideration in the coming
Budget.
The most exciting
- cultural project in New Zealand,
post-Te Papa, is progressing steadilr, and on track to open
ahead of schedule in early November, 2002!
Tony Preston
DIRECTOR
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Coming Exhibitions
Goldie - ends 7 March

& ANNEX

-

Life in the Emperor'sTomb ends 5 April
Durer and German Renaissance Printmaking -

19 March -16 May -Admission charge applies
'he New Gallery! -The competition drawings.

+tthe McDougall Contemporary Art Annex - ends 28 March
druesome! at the McDougall Contemporary Art Annex

-

3April- 23 May

-

EdwynTemple -Artist 15April- 13 June

-

rorks from the Gollection always on show

~londay
Club - A r t appreciation club meeting..
Wednesday 1- A r t appreciation club meeting.
,.ednesday 2 Club -Art appreciation club meeting.
Mac Club - A r t appreciation club for the differently abled.

New members welcome.
Friday Club - A r t appreciation club meeting.
Saturday 1 Club - A r t appreciation club meeting.
Saturday 3 Club - A r t appreciation club meeting.
Montana Sunday Event -Video pragrarnme.The Buried

Army of Qin Shihuang. (Repeat)
Saturday 2 Club - A r t appreciation club meeting.
Montana Sunday Event -Ted Bracey, Head of the School
of Fine Arts, University of Canterbury, will speak on 'Scripts,
-'ories, Narratives: Making Sense of Images'.
speaker of the Month - Paul Kennedy, photographer, will

peak on 'Shot in Africa', In the Wurst Seager Room,
Christchurch Arts Centre. $2.00 Friends, $5.00 Public.

-

Teachers' Preview Looking at Diirer and the
German Renaissance. $5.aQ. Bookings 372 2973.

-

Montana Sunday Event Robyn Ussher, art critic and

ucator will speak on Italian Renaissance art.
Story Telling & Drama Workshop with Dick Weir.

Bookings and enquiries phone 372 2973.
Friends Annual General Meeting - Joe Bennett will

speak on 'What I hate about modern art'.
After DarkTrip - t o Kaikoura Marae

Tickets $10. Contact 379 4201
,

:
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Montana Sunday Event - Denise Copland, print artist,
will speak on the print techniques used by ~ O r eand
r the
artists of the German Renaissance.

-

Lecture Jean Michel Massing will speak on DOrer and
discuss the works in Diirer and the German
Renaissance. Please use the Night Entrance.
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.' ALLVENUES, UNLESS OTHERWISE
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t

STATED, ARE ATTHE ROBERT

g:MCDOUGALL

ART GALLERY.
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Lecture Ann Massing, conservator, will speak on

'The Hamilton Kerr Institute, Cambridge, and some of its more
interesting painting restoration treatments'.

Albrecht W r e r

St. Michael fighting the dragon (deta~l)c.1497

hontana Sunday Event -Video grogramme.The fftrriad R r

ef Qin Shihuang. {Repeat)
Wednesday 1 Club - Art appreciation club meetinp.
Wednesday 2 Club - Art appreciation club meetlngl.
Mac Club - A r t appreciation club for the differently abletd.
FloortaCk -the guest Curator,\lVarren Fmney, will speak on

lQ~~esornel',
A t the Contemporary Art Annsx.
Friday Club - A r t appreciation club meetin@
Saturday 1 Ctub - A r t appreciation club meeting.
Saturday 3 Club -Art appra-ciatisn d u b meeting.
Montana Sunday Event - Floortalk.TRe G w s t Curator,
Warren Feeney, will speak on 'QruesomeP.A t the

Contemporary Art Annsx.
Menday Club -Art appreciation club meeting.

-

h t u r e Introduction ta the Art of the Renaissance.

'01.80am

'10.30am

- -

'i

Montana Sunday Event FloortakThe Curator Neil Roberts
will speak on 'Edwyn Temple krtlst',

7

Lecture Hester Lees-Jefferies, Qepevtment of English,

.,

-

bniversity of Canterbury will spaah on English literature in the
time of DUrer.
Speaker o f the Month Denise Copland, print artist, will
.rpeak on 'HLYMAFIINATURE'. In the Hurst Seager Reem,
Zhristchurch Arts Centre. $2.@ Friends, $5.00 Public.

-
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The h A r + visit to the home/gallery of Maree Ritchie at 15
florcester Boulevard at '1.50 pm.To book or cancel phme 379 AB55.
Montana Sueday Event -Vidm programme on

brturd.)r 1 Club -Art Appreciation club m e t i n g

-

baturday 3 Olub Art Appreciation club meeting.
hontana Sunday Event - Concert. The Wagley Singers

#resent a programme of choral music.
Honday Club - A r t appreciation club meeting.
Wednesday 1 Club - Art appreciation club meeting.
bdnesday 2 Club - A r t appreciation club meeting.

bac Club - A r t appreciation club for the differently abled.
Friday Club - A r t appreciation club meeting.
baturday 2 Olub -Art appreciation club meeting.

- Floortalk. Neil Roberts, Senior

bildren's Art Workmhop DElrer's Mythological Animals.
klontana Sunday Event

hrator, will speak onkey historical works from the Gallery's
collection.

Children's Art Workshop - DOrerls Mythological Animals.
ontrna Sunday Event -Video programme on art

estorat ion.
peaker o f the Month - G v i n Bishop, artist and illustrator,

speak about his work.At the Hurst Seagw Room,
Rristchurch Arts Centre. $2.06 Friends, 35.00 Public.

e A r t Event -Tickets $50 Contact 379 42Wl
ontana Sunday Event - FEoortalk. Felicity Milbwn, Curator

speak on key contemporary works from
Montana Sundm Event -Video programme 'The C o n w ~at
t

Please use the Ri&t entrance.

O n 17thMar&, Pad Kennedy. FeUm & h e N e w Zealand Phtqpphic Sacieq,will
give an audio-visual presentation of his wc~k,~Shot
laMrka'*

bwk for cancel a 'boo&& please ring the Rim&
cm 3m 4-855. Acceptawe is
automatic upon hezuringy~urmessages&[
pm am tweed m &e cmttr;my).

Later, findingcarving hurt her hands,she noted the beautifulshapes of rocks on
a nearby beach. Her interest in natural materialswas reinforcedat overseas conferences
and she learnt much about bark. Contacts d e led raher participation in a sculpture
spposium at Krakamarken Matme Park in Dmmak* The idea Lhind t k i r
b i e d errlf*rib'~ags
is so enhance qmxmr a w a r e &d
abjects and pmesm,

During oar visit, W s a n d e ~ ~ n s t r bark-scripping
ad
and ~ l t e a v i n g d
&owed
she Friends her ltest project which hawing started with one tiny'biddi-bid&,
slwfl~becomesa large and hem^ M I , Thus a n m work d a r t is evd'vingwith

';<s-.

This is a memory now, but for the coach-load of us who lefi for
Akaroa in November, it remains a vivid one, The day combined the historic
(Barbara Allison's cottage) with the weird and wonderful (Josie Martin's
house and garden), the tastefully contemporary (Hilary and Rainer Langer),
with the grand homestead finale (Bill Latham at Wairewa). The balance was
right, our hosts were kind and hospitable; the art, architecture and gardens
were splendid and the weather kind. Thanks to all who made it possible!
This year the Friends Committee decided to make the Christmas Parry
coincide with the arrival of the eagerly awaited C. F. Goldie exhibition, which
had opened just hours earlier. The event worked very well an opportunity
for almost everyone there to see the exhibition for the first time and to enjoy
the usual Christmas fesrivities, The sigdcance of Goldie's place in New Zealand
art was addressed in Jonathan Mane-WheokiS talk. Jonathan has Nga Puhi
ancestry and this, combined with his art historical insighr, made it a special
celebration,

-

The Hurst Seages Room was too crowded for Sam to make his planned
theatrical appearance by unicycle, However, the 96 people present were
entertained with Sam's quirky mixture of humour, poetry readings and prose
peppered with anecdotes about his experiences as an artist and sculptor in the
community of Waikari.
Sam showed us a magnificent bmnze sculpture of a young girl clinging to a
horse in full flight, telling us the problems involved in casting the work. In hi
innovative way, an old bath was used. It was a good example of rhe sublime
form being born out of the ridiculous, Conversely, he quoted Cerano de
Bet-gerac, an example of sublimethou&ts in ridiculousform. Sam gave us plenty
of food for thought amongst the entertainment.
Tony Bresi

The Gallery - Past, Present and Fut~
a dialogue with the Frier

As the November speaker and the last presentation of the year we were
fortunate to have an address from Tony Preston, the Gallery Director.
Describing the Robert McDougall Art Gallery as a "charming Palladian
Revival pavilion, carefully hidden in its present constrained site and first
declared inadequate more than 30 years ago", he added that the Gallery
nonetheless can boast the highest attendance of any public art gallery in the
country. Recent improvements to the Gallery include the insrallation of an
award winning new lighting system which adds a new dimension to works,
and was particularly evident in the Ria Bancroft exhibition.

-

However, it was the imminent announcement of the winning design for the
new Art Gallery that had the large gathering buzzing. The Friends were
most interested to hear of the process involved in choosingthe suuessll architects.
It was good news indeed that not only will Christchurchhave a h e new building
worthy of the city, but it will be completed within budget, and possibly ahead
of schedule by late October1 early November 2002.
Thank you Tony, for a very encouraging message to finish our year.
Philippa Dobson

1 The After Dark committee is a group set up to organise events with an art focus and
to promote them to a wide audience in Chriscchurch. Our aim is to encourage people
to enjoy art and learn more about it, within the context of the Gallery.
During the last year some offhe evenb have been:
Talks by artists about their works in the Recent Acquisitions Exhibition
A celebrity debate

I
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-- A 'Behind the Scenes' tour of the Gallery
- An'Investing in Art' talk
- A series of romantic lectures for the Festival of Romance.

The events are held'after dark" to provide xt experiences outside regular Gallery
hours and thus target an audience o k n unable to attend the Gallery, We welcome
any ideas or suggestions for events which will assist us in our objective of broadening
the base of support for the Gallery.
Twenty artists who are represented in the McDougalE collection have been invited ta
create a new work for this event. All works, will be for sde at $506 each. Everyone
who attends has the chance to acquire a work of their choice, through a ballot on the
night. This is a wonderful opportunity for people to purchase a piece by one of the
artists at a very affordable price. Artists taking part include Jude Rae, Don Peebles,
Sylvia Siddell and Tony de Lautour. The hnction will be a black tie event held in the
Gallery's Centre Court on Friday 21 May. Tickets will be $SO each and will include
food and wine.
This event is expected to be extremely popular so we advise p u to purchase one of
the strictly limited number of tickets as soon as pmsible. For information and tickets
conract Amanda Gregan on 379 4201.

A guided visit is being organised to the Marae, which was developed under the
initiative of the leading Maori artist Cliffwhiting. Works by leadingartists inslading
Chris Booth, Neil Dawson and Ann Noble are featured. Tickets at $10.00 include lunch
and the guided visit.Transport details are on the flyer. For hrther information please
call 379 4201.

-

Other events include in June, a series of'Greatgart taks and in September October
this year we are planning some excursions among which we propose visirs to the
Lincoln University Art Collection. This year we will also introduce monthly private
viewing, after hours, of the Gallery$ exhibitions.

Helen &Tim Solomon

Peter Gregg &Norma Dutton

Juliet Collins &
Marianne Hargreaves

The way it
would not be used h
r its o-rigindintended purpose.
W*A. S u ~ o nthem
, a s x i a r lecturer at the University
of Canterbury School of Fine Arts, objected to the
removal of exhibits d the canservatism of the City
Counciland the G;iUeqra-When
interviewed
by the 'Stax' he stated, " A u c ~ is
d the only centre to
hawe seen the whole exhibition, Weflington is infwted
with the same disease as Christchurch.. the works are
hU ofbiting satire to show the banality and decadence
af certain rraditional works.. We are being subjected
from several pressures to understand art as a series of
banalities suitable for the drawing rooms of old ladies,
which it is ~ o t " .
At the opening sf the exhibition, a chamber pot
was placed among the exhibits. On the n i g h of Friday
28 July 1967, a silent march through the inner city and
&rhBdral Sqme of nearly200studentswas held in protest.
They carried placards such as "Guncillors should be
&scene and net heard":'Blessed ate thepure in heart"
andHKeepVictorianism out of the McDougall".
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